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Keeping beverages in
easy reach.

Multi-sorted.

Clean, neat and tidy.

Sorting and planning the 
washing more easily.

Generously sized 
hanging cubicle.

The larder unit for beverages
keeps everything in immediate
reach because the various crates
are clearly set out and open. This
way, you can take out bottles and
put empties back without having  
to juggle around with crates.

Various holders in the broom cup-
board ensure that everything is kept
in the right place – letting you put
your hand on whichever household
appliance you happen to need.
And also everything else you need
for cleaning, sweeping, ironing or
vacuuming.

The laundry sorting unit with its drawers
sorts washing into coloured, white and
95°-wash items almost automatically –
even when closed thanks to the practical
openings in the front.

Can take a lot: a coat rack integrated
in the utility room, for example, lends
itself to storing work clothes. A neat
solution. Particularly when cloths are
dirty. There‘s also plenty of space here
for your summer or winter clothing
when it‘s not needed.

HOUSEHOLD TIP – SORTING 

WASHING CORRECTLY:

Don‘t sort worn clothes in just one
laundry basket but use several baskets 
for pre-sorting – e.g. into light, coloured, 
sensitive and 60° or 95° washing.

EVERYTHING 
in view.

The practical pull-out systems come
with ample space for cleanly and
accurately sorting waste – providing
the ideal basis for successful  
recycling and sustainable house- 
keeping.

Washing machine and 
tumble dryer in easy
reach.

Everything completely relaxed.  
These appliances too in the utility 
room are positioned at an ergono-
mic height. A number of practical  
solutions are also available, such 
as the drawer for the laundry 
basket which eliminates the bother 
of having to bend down and helps 
to take some of the effort out of 
housekeeping.
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